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Stocks descended from record highs Friday, as traders
reacted to a U.S. drone strike that killed Iran’s top
military officer. Oil prices rose more than 3%
following the breaking news.
 
Wall Street benchmarks ended up having a sideways
week, shortened by the New Year’s Day holiday. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 0.04% across four
trading sessions; the S&P 500, 0.16%. In contrast, the
Nasdaq Composite rose 0.16%. The MSCI EAFE index,
benchmarking developed overseas stock markets,
added 0.30%.
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Turning 50 in 2020?
You now have the
chance to make catch-
up contributions to
retirement accounts
and to workplace
retirement plans.

“The moment of
victory is much too
short to live for that
and nothing else.”
 
-MARTINA
NAVRATILOVA

A couple took a trip to
the Arctic Circle, and
they were disappointed
that they did not see
any penguins. What
didn’t they realize
about penguins?
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LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE: Two
people are born at the same
moment, but they don’t have
the same birthdays. How can
this be?
ANSWER: They are born in
different places, in different
time zones.



WTI crude oil settled at $63.05 a barrel on the New
York Mercantile Exchange Friday, down from an
intraday peak of $64.09 (which was its highest
price since April).
 
The commodity rallied Friday as energy traders
considered the possibility of supply disruptions in
the Middle East in retaliation for last week’s U.S. air
strike.
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At the start of each month, economists
watch the Institute for Supply Management’s
Purchasing Managers Index for the factory
sector, which is considered a key barometer
of U.S. manufacturing health.
 
Last week, ISM announced a December
reading of 47.2 for this index, the poorest in
more than ten years. A reading below 50
indicates manufacturing activity is
contracting rather than expanding.
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